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Anup Som
Volunteering with Asha for Education since 2004, I’ve had the opportunity to visit a few projects over the years. As most
projects funded by Asha are run by other organizations, it was particularly interesting to see one nurtured by Asha
founders Sandeep Pandey and Deepak Gupta. Deepak has been back as faculty at IIT Kanpur, where we were
undergraduate batchmates. I was spending some time in Kanpur after ages and gladly accepted Deepak’s invitation to
visit Ek Kadam.
Apna Ghar is in Kanpur, UP, about 10km north of IIT Kanpur, past Mandhana on the north east side of GT Road. Deepak
drove myself and another college buddy Sudhanshu Bahadur on March 8, 2019. It was a Friday morning when we could
catch the Apna Ghar residents before breakfast. As we arrived around 8am, I noticed a compound with lush green trees.
Nestled between bushes was a sign indicating that we had reached a residential education center for migrant children.
The Asha logo looked all too familiar.
We were welcomed by Mr Mahesh Pandey (in charge of Apna Ghar), additional staff and a handful of boys. I expected to
converse in hindi or bhojpuri but the boys preferred english and seemed quite comfortable with the choice. As I learned
later, Mr Mahesh, also originally from Bihar, has dedicated his life to the cause of raising migrant children.
In a large library hall there were books in a corner and little boys reading. Posters adorned the walls. The floor was
noticeably clean. In fact the whole room was, including the walls and ceiling.

Hanging from the ceiling were origami cranes. The kids found the story of a Japanese girl Sadako Sasaki (Hiroshima
survivor) inspirational and emulated her One Thousand Origami Cranes.
Apna Ghar currently houses 42 boys, all children of migrant laborers who work in nearby brick kilns and hail from Bihar
and Jharkhand. I found them very lively, particularly the older ones who enthusiastically showed us around. They have 3
blocks of 4 rooms each. And each bedroom has 4 beds. Besides the bunk beds were shelves, storage space and small
carpets on the floor, all very well maintained. A large whiteboard on the wall was clearly in active use.

After Mr Mahesh left us to take care of morning tasks, we continued talking to the boys. In one of the study rooms Devraj,
a leader among the residents, described the home’s daily routine (video). Another boy, Pranjul, exuberantly pitched in with
additional details. Notably, all the conversations with the boys continued in english. We talked about fellow residents who
had graduated from the home. Many had joined college since. This is a remarkable achievement and a testament to the
dedicated efforts of Apna Ghar, led by Mr Mahesh.

The boys avidly described a democratic system developed to run the large household smoothly. This included a sort of
court system to help resolve conflicts. On our way to breakfast, was Bal Sajag, a board displaying expressions of thoughts
and emotions using poems.
We took footwear off before entering the dining hall. "Please speak in English while you are in the mess" - another
resident imposed policy - greeted us in the mess hall as we gathered for breakfast.

Seating was on a spic and span floor lined with mats which the younger boys were rolling out quickly. Looking at the boys
lining up with plates, I thought of my own hostel days not far from here. These boys are a lot more orderly! Today was
pasta day. When offered a second helping, I couldn’t resist. After breakfast we walked around Apna Ghar, on toward
Apna Skool.

General observations
● Older kids of Apna Ghar are housed together with the younger ones so that the latter can be mentored
● Wholesome meals, no wastage, everybody washed their own dishes
● Everyone responsible for cleaning rooms and courtyard
● 2 solar cookers on the rooftop heating up pressure cookers
● A naturally cooled, ventilated room added to the rooftop
● Farmland and several fruit trees within the compound

Just before leaving the compound, I met Murari, a graduate from IIT Kanpur, who works as a coordinator for Ek Kadam
and tutors the kids.

Additional pictures and video:
https://photos.app.goo.gl/cCLWTTczyPsw6rDv7

